Prevent Cancer: Wireless Devices OFF the Body
In 2013, California doctors reported invasive breast cancer in women who
wore cell phones in their bras. These women developed horrific tumors directly
underlying their phones. Cell phone-induced brain and acoustic neuroma tumors
had been confirmed a decade earlier by European scientists through
epidemiological studies of Swedish cancer victims.

By 2016, the federal government confirmed “clear evidence” in NTP
studies that cell phone radiation induces various types of cancers and benign
tumors, plus pre-cancerous lesions. A percentage of animals used in the studies
developed brain and heart cancers, plus malignancies in skin, lung, liver, adrenals,
pituitary, prostate and pancreas.

Scientists now report that microwave radiation used for wireless technologies
meets all Bradford Hill criteria as a CONFIRMED HUMAN CARCINOGEN, on
par with asbestos, tobacco smoke, Agent Orange and nuclear fallout.
According to numerous scientific studies, wireless radiation is also
a teratogen, with potential to cause severe DNA/genetic damage.

In 2017, the city of Berkeley, California, won a major decision in a federal
appeals court which denied a request by the wireless industry to block
Berkeley’s landmark cell phone “right to know” ordinance. This rule requires
cell phone retailers in the city to provide consumers with the following warning:

“To assure safety, the Federal Government requires that cell phones meet radiofrequency (RF)
exposure guidelines. If you carry or use your phone in a pants or shirt pocket or tucked into
a bra when the phone is ON and connected to a wireless network, you may exceed the
federal guidelines for exposure to RF radiation. Refer to the instructions in your phone
or user manual for information about how to use your phone safely.”

So This is Bad News:

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) confirms that wireless
radiation infiltrates internal organs of the body as potentially cancer-causing
electromagnetic currents. Like tobacco and asbestos exposure, wireless radiation
takes time to manifest its ultimate biological devastation. Don’t wait until it is too
late. Get up-to-date news and science:

www.wi-cancer.info

